
No-Net-Value and Type D
Reorganizations

On March 9, 2005, the Treasury issued proposed
regulations on so-called no-net-value transfers in what
might be nonrecognition transfers to or by corporations,
principally under sections 332, 351, and 368.1 The pro-
posal attempts to resolve three big issues in the little
subchapter C world:

• Can an insolvent corporation reorganize? (Answer:
no, except when the creditors become the sharehold-
ers.)

• How is Helvering v. Alabama Asphaltic Limestone Co.,2
which says that sometimes a corporation’s creditors
are its equity owners for reorganization purposes,
applied? (Answer: sort of like Atlas Oil and Refining
Corporation3 applied it.)

• Are we stuck with Spaulding Bakeries Inc. v. Commis-
sioner4 and H.K. Porter Co.,5 which say that section
332 does not apply if the parent does not receive a
distribution on all classes of subsidiary stock it
owns? (Answer: yes, but the liquidation may be a
Type C reorganization instead of a taxable liquida-
tion, which sort of defeats the purpose of upholding
Spaulding Bakeries.)6

I. Introduction: What Were They Thinking?
In connection with the no-net-value reorganization

discussion, the proposal recognized and reblessed the
results in Rev. Rul. 70-240.7 That was necessary because,
as discussed below, the ruling is technically at odds with
the proposal, which will not allow a transfer solely for
boot to be a reorganization. In the ruling, one corporation
sold its assets to a commonly controlled corporation for
cash and the IRS ruled it was a nondivisive Type D
reorganization. The proposal explains that the govern-
ment decided to put a placeholder on that ruling while it
reconsiders the liquidation-reincorporation doctrine, and
then says ‘‘compare’’ Warsaw Photographic Associates.8

What are they thinking about liquidation-
reincorporation and Warsaw?

As to liquidation-reincorporation, they may be think-
ing, in part, that we need to rationalize the treatment of
Type D, E, and F reorganizations. Last year we proposed
a revision of the Type E and F reorganization regulations
that would eliminate the continuity of business enter-
prise (COBE) and continuity of proprietary interest re-
quirements, among other changes.9 If we extend that
approach to Type D reorganizations, then (for example)
we give Corporation X — with one 10 percent share-
holder, A, and many 90 percent shareholders, B — three
ways to redeem the 90 percent shareholders in a reorga-
nization (some of which might look like a liquidation-
reincorporation):

• X could recapitalize while keeping the same corpo-
rate shell in a way that leaves A as the only
remaining shareholder, in a Type E reorganization.
The 2004 proposal does not address step transaction
issues when there is a related corporate transaction
and requests comments on boot treatment. It is
likely that Type E reorganizations either are or will
be made like Type F reorganizations, so that related
corporate transactions are treated separately, mean-
ing that shareholders can be added and boot is likely
to be treated like a section 301 distribution.10

• X could recapitalize in a new/virgin corporate shell
that has minimal shareholders to start with, in a way
that leaves A as the only remaining shareholder in a
Type F reorganization. The government had already

1REG-163314-03, Doc 2005-4832, 2005 TNT 46-5.
2315 U.S. 179 (1942).
336 T.C. 675 (1961), acq.
4252 F.2d 693 (2d Cir. 1958).
587 T.C. 698 (1986).
6This alternative raises the fascinating possibility that the

parent could recognize a loss on the common stock on which it
received no distribution, while otherwise it and the subsidiary
would ‘‘enjoy’’ reorganization treatment. Rev. Rul. 74-515,
1974-2 C.B. 118, seems to say that section 356(c) prevents the
shareholder from recognizing any loss on the stock of the
subsidiary if the ‘‘exchange’’ is viewed as the parent’s unified
disposition of its common and preferred stock in the subsidiary;
but if the exchange is bifurcated for purposes of determining
whether section 356(c) applies, perhaps the parent could recog-
nize a loss on the common on which it does not receive a
distribution. That the parent has made a deemed section 354
exchange (and presumably also a deemed section 356 exchange)
is stated in the explanation to the anti-Bausch & Lomb regulation

proposal, REG-115086-98; 64 Fed. Reg. 31770-31772, Doc 1999-
20775, 1999 TNT 118-88 (June 14, 1999).

71970-1 C.B. 81.
884 T.C. 21 (1985).
9REG-106889-04 Doc 2004-16324, 2004 TNT 156-5 (Aug. 12,

2004). See Cummings, ‘‘Three New Sets of Prop. Regs. Should
Make Planning for Reorganizations Much Easier,’’ 101 J. Tax’n
271 (Nov. 2004).

10See id. at 284.
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resolved step transaction issues in a way that sepa-
rated related transactions that added new share-
holders. So in the Type F reorganization, sharehold-
ers could be redeemed out and in a related
transaction shareholders could be added.11

• X could recapitalize in a different corporate shell
(not necessarily virgin, as long as a shareholder of X,
here shareholder A, controls it) in a way that leaves
A as the only remaining shareholder in a Type D
reorganization. So in the Type D reorganization,
shareholders could be redeemed out and sharehold-
ers could be added by virtue of having a minority
interest in the acquiring corporation.

Those results would provide to X a rationalized menu
of options for eliminating shareholders and adding new
ones. If that view is correct, the government may be
driving toward a rationalization of the larger menu of
section 368(a). If they are thinking in that way, it makes
sense that the continuity of interest requirement not
apply to Type D reorganizations at all, and it makes sense
for the following transaction to be a reorganization:

Example. Microsoft has long held one share of Target
and causes Target to transfer all of its assets to Microsoft’s
preexisting subsidiary in exchange for one share of the
subsidiary and $10 million cash, all of which goes to the
historic shareholders of target in its liquidation (with
Microsoft getting the one sub share). If the transferee
corporation were a new company, that could be a Type F
reorganization under the proposed Type F reorganization
proposed regulations; therefore, why should it not be a
Type D reorganization if a shareholder of Target controls
the transferee?

At first glance one might wonder why such a transac-
tion should be a reorganization, being so far afield from
the norm and really looking like a ‘‘sale.’’ But when
placed in a set with the proposed regulations for Type E
and F reorganizations, it makes sense.

As to Warsaw, presumably they were thinking that
Warsaw shows that you can’t have a Type D reorganiza-
tion without the target distributing acquirer’s stock to its
shareholders, except in the Rev. Rul. 70-240 case in which
one corporation transfers substantially all of its assets to
another corporation having identical shareholders. That
result is pretty obvious, because only in that case can you
say that issuing more stock in the acquirer would be a
‘‘meaningless gesture.’’

Or were they thinking that Warsaw goes beyond that
to reflect some sort of continuity of interest requirement
in Type D reorganizations? If so, they misread Warsaw. I
submit that Warsaw stands for nothing more than an
enforcement of the statutory rule that for a transaction to
be a Type D reorganization, the target corporation must
distribute stock (or securities) of the acquiring corpora-
tion, and that did not occur as a matter of fact, based on
the form the taxpayer chose in Warsaw. The IRS alterna-
tively argued lack of continuity in Warsaw but the court
did not discuss that argument, nor did it base its decision
on it, even in part.

Not knowing exactly what they were thinking, we will
treat the Warsaw issue as part of a larger issue about how
continuity of interest is applied in Type D reorganiza-
tions, both of which are discussed below.

II. Issue 1: Continuity and D Reorgs

Question: Can section 368(a)(1)(D) apply to the ‘‘sale’’ by
one wholly owned subsidiary of all of its assets to a sister
corporation solely for cash, or to the ‘‘sale’’ by one wholly
owned second-tier subsidiary of all of its assets to a sister
second-tier subsidiary (down another chain from the
parent) mostly for cash plus a de minimis amount of
stock of the sister corporation? That is, does the normal
continuity of interest requirement apply at all to Type D
reorganizations?
Answer: No.12

Discussion: Section 368(a)(1)(D) defines as a reorga-
nization the transfer by one corporation of part or all of
its assets to another corporation if ‘‘immediately after the
transfer the transferor, or one or more of its shareholders
(including persons who were shareholders immediately
before the transfer), or any combination thereof, is in
control of the corporation to which the assets are trans-
ferred.’’ Section 368(a)(2)(H) incorporates the section
304(c) definition of control, so that when X owns Sub 1
and Sub 2, and Sub 1 owns Sub 3 and Sub 2 owns Sub 4,
Sub 2 is deemed to own Sub 3 (meaning that if Sub 4 sells
its assets to Sub 3, Sub 4’s shareholder is in control of the
purchaser).

Also, stock or securities of the transferee corporation
must be distributed in a transaction that qualifies under
sections 354, 355, or 356. Section 354 or section 356 can
apply only if substantially all of the assets are trans-
ferred.13 Section 355 can apply if less than substantially
all of the assets are transferred, but numerous other
requirements must be satisfied. We focus here on the
section 354/356 case, known as the acquisitive (or non-
divisive) Type D reorganization.

Reg. section 1.368-1(b) states that a reorganization
requires a continuity of proprietary interest as provided
in reg. section 1.368-1(e), ‘‘except as provided in section
368(a)(1)(D).’’ Subsection (e) identifies the proprietary
interest in the target corporation and states that it must
either (1) be exchanged for an interest in the issuing
corporation (the acquirer or its parent in certain cases),
(2) be exchanged by the acquiring corporation for a direct
interest in the target corporation ‘‘enterprise’’ (that treats
target stock owned by the acquiring corporation itself as
having continuity by virtue of the acquired direct own-
ership of the target assets, as by merger), or (3) otherwise
continue as a proprietary interest in the target corporation
(that can apply only when the target continues as a
corporation, which it will not in a Type D reorganization).

Therefore, in the prototypical acquisitive reorganiza-
tion, the target stock must be exchanged for issuing
corporation stock, to a certain degree (now thought to be

11See id. at 284-287.

12If the corporations are consolidated, see reg. section 1.1502-
13(f)(3) for treatment of boot in the reorganization.

13Section 354(b).
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at least 40 percent). Reg. section 1.368-1(b) also states that
a proprietary interest is not preserved to the extent the
target stock is exchanged for something other than stock
of the issuing corporation.

From those rules it is clear that the continuity of
interest requirement cannot be satisfied by the target
shareholders already owning stock in the acquirer; they
must get stock in the acquirer (or issuing corporation) as
a result of the exchange for the target stock or assets.

The regulation’s parenthetical about Type D reorgani-
zations raises the question whether the requirements for
those reorganizations completely supplant that stock-for-
stock exchange requirement with whatever continuity-
type requirement exists in the section 368(a)(1)(D) defi-
nition. Because that definition does not explicitly say
something like ‘‘the normal continuity requirement ap-
plies, except as limited here,’’ it is reasonable to conclude
that the normal continuity requirement is completely
supplanted as long as section 368(a)(1)(D) is otherwise
satisfied. That conclusion is supported by the facts that
(1) history so indicates, (2) the definition contains its own
sort of alternate continuity-like requirement, (3) to im-
pose the normal continuity requirement would defeat
one of the functions of the Type D reorganization as a
anti-liquidation/reincorporation weapon, (4) the IRS has
so ruled, and (5) the recent proposed regulations on
transfers involving no net asset value continue to support
that ruling.

History. Before the 1954 code, the status of non-pro-
rata split-offs and split-ups was uncertain because it was
unclear that the then definition of Type D reorganizations
(‘‘the transferor or its shareholders or both are in
control . . .’’) referred to persons who were no longer
shareholders.14

As part of the expansion of divisive reorganizations in
the 1954 code, Congress amended section 368(a)(1)(D) to
make it clear that shareholders could go their separate
ways in divisions and did not have to continue to be
shareholders of the distributing corporation after the
split-off. Congress did that not only by adding a paren-
thetical that the distributees need to be shareholders only
immediately before the distribution, but also by changing
‘‘its shareholders’’ to ‘‘one or more of its shareholders.’’

The legislative history of the 1954 code does not
express any particular concern with the continuity of
interest requirement in that regard; rather, Congress was
focused on facilitating corporate divisions in general, and
non-pro-rata divisions in particular. The House bill
would have amended the Type D reorganization defini-
tion to require that the transferee corporation be con-
trolled by the transferor corporation, the shareholders of
the corporation, or ‘‘persons who were the shareholders
of the transferor immediately prior to the transfer.’’15 It
seems that would have done the trick, but the Senate bill
added the ‘‘one or more’’ language (perhaps thinking

that just including distributees who were previously
shareholders might only bless a liquidating split-up).16

There is no evidence that the 1954 changes even had
nondivisive Type D reorganizations in mind, but Trea-
sury had them in mind when it added the parenthetical
quoted above to the original reg. section 1.368-1 in 1955
(where it has remained unchanged and is retained in the
2005 proposed regulations). Prof. Bittker commented at
the time: ‘‘The judiciary’s continuity of interest doctrine
must bow to the amended definition of ‘reorganization’
in section 368(a)(1)(D), at least to a large degree. See the
statement of the continuity of interest doctrine in reg.
section 1.368-1(b), third sentence, which reflects the statu-
tory change.’’17 That amounts to a contemporaneous
conclusion by the preeminent expert on the subject that
the continuity requirement in fact had been supplanted
and that the regulation’s proviso so recognized.

Type D ‘‘continuity.’’ The type of continuity required
by section 368(a)(1)(D) is that ‘‘a’’ shareholder of the
target control the acquirer and that some amount of stock
or securities of the transferee be distributed by the target.
That seems to intend that the common shareholder has a
continuing interest because it already has a controlling
interest in the transferee corporation.

Liquidation-reincorporation. There is no evidence in
the legislative history of the 1954 code that Congress
fashioned the Type D reorganization definition with the
liquidation-reincorporation issue in mind. If it had, Con-
gress might have thought that the normal continuity re-
quirement should not apply to a nondivisive Type D reor-
ganization because Congress would have wanted the Type
D reorganization to control liquidation-reincorporations of
that sort: Corp. X sells its assets to commonly controlled
Corp. Y for cash and liquidates, with Corp. Y taking an
increased cost basis in the assets at no tax cost to Corp. X
because of then section 337 and the shareholders enjoying
capital gains treatment on the liquidating distribution.

Preventing that and similar ploys required being able
to impose reorganization or similar treatment on the asset
transfer, without regard to how much boot the sharehold-
ers pulled out of the target corporation. For example, in a
case in which about $345,000 was distributed out of the
target corporation to the shareholders, who got about
$156,000 in value of the transferee corporation’s stock, the
court found a Type D reorganization (despite the undis-
cussed fact that the shareholders’ continuity of interest,
as normally measured, was only about 31 percent).18

The 1954 House bill had proposed a detailed rule on
liquidation-reincorporation that the conference rejected,
stating, ‘‘the possibility of tax avoidance in this area is not
sufficiently serious to require a special statutory provi-
sion. It is believed that this possibility can appropriately
be disposed of by judicial decision or by regulation
within the framework of the other provisions of the
bill.’’19

14See Bittker, Federal Income Taxation of Corporations and Share-
holders, paras. 11.02 and 11.08 (Federal Tax Press, 1959, Student
Ed. 1961).

151954 USCAN, vol. 3, p. 4272.

16Cf. 1954 USCAN, vol. 3, pp. 4681 and 4912.
17Bittker, supra note 14 at 344.
18Estate of John B. Lewis, 10 T.C. 1080 (1948), aff’d 176 F.2d 646

(1st Cir. 1949).
191954 USCAN, vol. 3, p. 5301.
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However, it may be difficult to say that the Type D
reorganization was one of those other provisions Con-
gress actually had in mind, because in the 1954 code it
introduced the requirement of the distribution of stock of
the acquiring corporation. Bittker noted that this would
not be satisfied in the common liquidation-
reincorporation situation in which the old corporation
actually liquidated its assets to its shareholders who
reincorporated the assets, and observed that the Type D
reorganization therefore would not apply to those trans-
actions.20 Moreover, under the 1954 code, the level of
control of the transferee corporation required by the Type
D reorganization definition was 80 percent, not 50 per-
cent, as today, making it easier to circumvent the appli-
cation of Type D to a liquidation-reincorporation.21

The revenue rulings. Rev. Rul. 70-24022 found a Type
D reorganization in the sale of all of the properties of one
subsidiary to another subsidiary for cash alone. It treated
the common shareholder as receiving a distribution of
stock because it already owned all of the transferee’s
stock, and so a distribution of more stock would have
been a ‘‘meaningless gesture.’’ Therefore, the statutory
requirement of a formal distribution of transferee’s stock
was deemed satisfied.

The ruling did not actually use the words ‘‘meaning-
less gesture’’ but it cited a case that did: Ralph C. Wilson
Jr.23 That case did not discuss the continuity requirement
directly, but it did reject the taxpayer’s argument that
there could not be a Type D reorganization and an
imputed issuance of stock when fair market value of
assets was paid in cash. That argument indirectly pre-
sents the continuity issue because if fair market value is
paid in cash, there could be no continuity as normally
understood. However, the opinion stated that ‘‘the record
clearly shows that petitioners retained their proprietary
interest in Associates’ ‘going business,’ its group insur-
ance business, in Agency’s corporate shell.’’ Similar was
James Armour, Inc. (cited by the no-net-value regulation
proposal).24

Rev. Rul. 75-38325 involved the Rev. Rul. 70-240 situa-
tion with an inbound sub-to-sub asset transfer and no
stock issued to the parent. The ruling rather eliptically
says it was a Type D reorganization if there is continuity
of interest, but then says that the only issue under section
367 is getting a ruling that there was no tax avoidance
purpose. Similarly, LTR 8402001 offhandedly states that
the continuity requirement is satisfied for the same
reason the control requirement of section 368(a)(1)(D)
was satisfied, implying they are one and the same.

Likewise, see LTR 9111055. Rev. Rul. 2004-8326 reasserted
the rule of Rev. Rul. 70-240, citing also Atlas Tool Co.27

Those rulings can be correct only if the Type D
definition completely supplants the normal continuity
requirement. Even if the same shareholders own 100
percent of both corporations in the same proportions,
that does not change the fact that they have not ex-
changed any of their interest in the one corporation for
any interest in the other.

No-net-asset-value proposed regulations. This pro-
posal reaffirms the validity of Rev. Rul. 70-240. Those
regulations generally would require that there be a
transfer of net asset value in almost all nonrecognition
transactions.28 They thus extend to section 351 and 368
transactions the principle that section 332 applies to the
liquidation of a controlled subsidiary only if it is solvent.
But the regulations define ‘‘exchanges of net value’’ in a
surprising way: There must both be a surrender of net
value and a receipt of net value.29

While there are surprises in both the surrender and the
receipt definitions (the transferee corporation must be
solvent immediately after the exchange), relevant here is
the surrender of net value. Prop. reg. section 1.368-
1(f)(2)(i) would require in asset transfers that the fair
market value of the property transfer exceed the sum of
the liabilities assumed and the boot exchanged for the
property. That necessarily means that stock of the solvent
acquirer must be received along with the boot.

That relates to our Issue 1, because in Rev. Rul. 70-240
the acquirer did not exchange any stock. Prop. reg.
section 1.368-1(f)(4) preserves that result by stating that
for Type D reorganizations generally (not just those like
Rev. Rul. 70-240) the net asset value requirement is
satisfied if the target transfers net asset value and the
acquirer is solvent immediately after the transfer. The
consideration therefore can be 100 percent boot, and that
rule is not limited to the Rev. Rul. 70-240 case in which
there is 100 percent overlap of ownership.

Treasury’s explanation of the regulation proposal
states that Rev. Rul. 70-240 is inconsistent with the
principles of the proposal, evidently because the acquir-
ing corporation did not exchange any of its stock. That
would be inconsistent with the proposal, but not because
either the target or the acquirer was insolvent; only
because the proposed requirement that some stock be
exchanged was not satisfied. Evidently Treasury viewed
an all-boot deal as too much like a sale, generally.
(However, supplying one share of stock does not seem to
make a meaningful distinction, although it will be mean-
ingful under the proposal.)

The explanation says it provides no other guidance on
Type D reorganizations and cites two cases as apparently

20Bittker, supra note 14 at 401.
21See Bittker and Eustice, Federal Income Taxation of Corpora-

tions and Shareholders, pp. 573-576 (Federal Tax Press, 2d ed.
1966).

221970-1 C.B. 81.
2346 T.C. 334 (1966).
2443 T.C. 295 (1964).
251975-2 C.B. 127.

262004-32 IRB 157, Doc 2004-14660, 2004 TNT 138-9.
2770 T.C. 86 (1978) (noting the continuity of interest require-

ment but not questioning it in an all cash transfer), aff’d 614 F.2d
860 (3d Cir. 1980).

28Prop. reg. section 1.368-1(b)(1).
29Prop. reg. section 1.368-1(f)(1).
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providing guidance on D reorganizations that the Trea-
sury deems valid: the Armour case cited above (essen-
tially the same as Rev. Rul. 70-240) and Warsaw Photo-
graphic Associates, 84 T.C. 21 (1985).

Thus, the new regulation proposal continues the view
that the normal continuity of interest requirement does
not apply to nondivisive Type D reorganizations.

III. Issue 2: D Reorgs and Cash-Outs
Question: Is the exemption from the normal application
of the continuity requirement for nondivisive Type D
reorganizations somehow limited to the case in which
there is 100 percent or some substantial overlap of the
stock holdings of the two corporations?
Answer: No.

Discussion: The proposed regulation makes no such
limitation. Presumably the cite to Warsaw is intended to
suggest only that issuing some stock or securities for the
target’s assets can be avoided only when there is an exact
overlap of shareholders. It is easy enough to have the
acquirer issue a de minimis amount of its stock along
with boot to qualify a transaction as a Type D reorgani-
zation when there is not exact overlap of shareholders. In
any event, Warsaw does not indicate that the normal
continuity requirement applies to Type D reorganiza-
tions.

In Warsaw the owners of 20 percent of the common
stock of S organized P and held all of the stock of P in
equal proportions, whereas they owned their stock in S in
differing proportions. S conveyed substantially all of its
properties, worth about $20,000, to P for $21,000 cash and
100 P shares, issued directly to the 10 common sharehold-
ers in the proportion of their equal ownerships in P.

The court found as a fact that the 100 shares were not
exchanged for the S property. That finding of fact was
based on two subsidiary facts: (1) The acquirer issued the
100 shares directly to the target’s 20 percent shareholders,
and did not issue them first to the target, which then
distributed them to its shareholders; and (2) the shares
were not issued according to the 10 shareholders’ pro-
portionate ownership of the 20 percent of target, but
rather according to their proportions of their 100 percent
ownership of acquirer. The taxpayers argued that sub-
stance controls over form as to the direct issuance, but the
court responded that in similar cases that argument had
been made and allowed only by the government. The
taxpayers never explained the fact that the proportions of
the stock issued were not consistent with their ownership
in target, and the court presumably took that as further
evidence that the stock was not issued for the assets of
target, because if it were, it would have been issued in the
proportion of their stockholdings in target.30

Thus Warsaw is simply a case refusing to allow tax-
payers to claim substance over form when they were trying

to accomplish a result that was contrary to the statutory
purpose. That result was not some violation of the conti-
nuity of interest requirement, because the IRS attorney
specifically argued lack of continuity and the opinion
completely ignored that argument. Rather, the target was
in distress and the 20 percent shareholders wanted to buy
its assets, keep its net operating losses and asset basis,
and prevent its creditors from getting the 100 shares of
acquirer that they caused to be issued directly to them,
without following the form of a Type D reorganization. If
the acquirer had issued the 100 shares directly to the
target and the target had transferred the 100 shares to its
20 percent shareholders, who owned the acquirer, in the
proportion of their ownership of target, the Tax Court
would have had to find a Type D reorganization had
occurred; there is nothing in the opinion to indicate
otherwise.

Therefore, the court found that the statutory require-
ment for a Type D reorganization had not been met: No
acquiring corporation stock or securities were issued and
exchanged for the S property and distributed to the S
shareholders.31 The court distinguished the sole case in
which stock need not be exchanged: when the stock
ownership of the two corporations was identical. That
decision is entirely consistent with the conclusion in Issue
1 above, that the continuity requirement does not apply
to Type D reorganizations, and the conclusion in Issue 2
above, that as long as some stock is distributed to the
shareholder of that target that has control of acquirer, the
statutory definition of a Type D reorganization is satis-
fied.

The Bittker and Eustice caution. Dating from the
second edition (1966) of the Bittker and Eustice treatise,
those authors have taken the view that a cash-out of the
bulk of the shareholders of the target, who are not part of
the group controlling the transferee corporation, should
not be a Type D reorganization.32 Using the example
posited above, if Microsoft acquires one share of the
target and causes the target to transfer all of its assets to
Microsoft’s subsidiary in exchange for one share of the
subsidiary and $10 million, all of which goes to the
historic shareholders of the target in its liquidation (with
Microsoft getting the one sub share), that should be
treated as a sale of assets by the target, even though it
literally satisfies the Type D reorganization definition.
(The treatise example does not posit a transitory holding
of the minority shares; of course, disregarding that own-
ership could also prevent the application of section
368(a)(1)(D).)

Whether or not that view is correct, it does not cast
doubt on the case in which there is substantial (but not

30It is true that in other areas, there are rules specifically
waiving disproportionate stock issuances, reconstructing gifts,
and so forth. Reg. section 1.351-(b)(1). Absent such a rule, the
court appeared to say that it could not be compelled to infer
those gifts or the like, but rather would hold the taxpayers to
their form.

31Technically the court was incorrect in saying that failure to
issue the stock to the target was a violation of form; the statute
requires only that the acquirer’s stock (or securities) be distrib-
uted by the target; presumably it could have already had some
acquirer stock, which it distributed.

32Bittker and Eustice, supra note 21, section 12.13.1; Bittker
and Eustice, Federal Income Taxation of Corporations and Sharehold-
ers, paragraph 12.26[2] (WG&L, 7th ed.).
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exact) overlapping ownership of the two corporations
and acquirer pays mostly boot for the target assets.

IV. Conclusion
There is no requirement that a substantial percentage

of the equity of a corporation be turned into stock
incident to the transfer of substantially all of the assets of

the corporation in a Type D reorganization, whether or
not some of the corporation’s shareholders are com-
pletely cashed out. In the words of the regulation pro-
posal, we must ‘‘compare Warsaw’’ only to remind our-
selves that the Type D definition requires a distribution of
the stock of the acquiring corporation.
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